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Summary 
 
The Keurig coffee brand was one familiar to American consumers for its ubiquitous 
single-cup coffee brewers; Keurig and its product had remade the coffee routines of 

millions of Americans. However, as Green Mountain Coffee elevated Keurig as the 
master brand in its portfolio, Keurig needed to assert its relevance to consumers, 

particularly in the months leading up to the holiday gift-giving season. With its 
partners at the creative agency Havas Worldwide, Cake was tasked to spark jump-
start Keurig's new positioning and engage new consumers to share and "brew the 

love" around the brewer. Delivering 15,000 Keurig single-cup brewers on 15,000 
doorsteps on the same day to precisely targeted consumers in specific 

neighborhoods across the country, Keurig jump-started a new brand story, and 
began bringing the joy back to Americans' coffee routines. 
 

 
Marketing Challenge 

 
The Keurig coffee brand was one familiar to American consumers for its ubiquitous 

single-cup coffee brewers; Keurig and its product had remade the coffee routines of 
millions of Americans.  The Green Mountain Coffee brand was also one familiar to 

coffee drinkers. However, as Green Mountain Coffee elevated Keurig as the master 
brand in its portfolio, Keurig needed to assert its relevance to consumers, 
particularly in the months leading up to the holiday gift-giving season.  

 
Keurig’s new Brew the Love brand campaign and positioning were meant to 

reinforce Keurig’s role in bringing joy back to Americans’ coffee routines. The 
challenge was to launch this new positioning in a way that made Keurig a part of the 
conversation and engaged customers in such a way to drive sampling and encourage 

buzz and word of mouth in key regions. 
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Methodology 

 
We identified Keurig’s unique selling propositions as they related to the campaign 

and refreshed positioning – the range of options and combinations the Keurig 
system offers, and the ways Keurig simplifies consumers’ lives, leaving time for the 

important things. By leaning into these characteristics, Keurig could achieve its 
business objective of more Keurig brewers on counters across America. 
 

Our market research brought to light the following insights: 
 

 The importance of word-of-mouth in driving purchase decisions: 
word-of-mouth was a key driver of brand consideration; recommendations 
from friends and family had greater weight than press and mass-market 

media. Keurig could leverage the power of word-of-mouth to stimulate sales. 
 

 The power of sampling a brand: From demographic research, consumers 
in Keurig’s defined homeowner target were reluctant to break their coffee 
routines – but if they sampled or learned new information about a new 

brand, they would be more open to buying the product once sampled.  
 

 Building an emotional connection with Keurig: Our consumers largely 
lacked an emotional connection to their coffee maker and coffee brand – the 
brands were part of the consumer’s routine and not much more. Keurig could 

move into this territory by generating an emotional connection. 
  

Based on qualitative and brand research, Keurig’s audience was familiar with Keurig 
but was reluctant to change long-held coffee routines. Keurig needed a way to 
reignite interest in the Keurig brand and its products – a word-of-mouth and 

sampling campaign could serve as a driver of awareness and engagement with the 
brand. To find our brewer delivery targets, we analysed existing Keurig users and, 

based on key attributes, created a profile of the type of person and household that 
would have the highest propensity to want a brewer and share a cup. Then, based 
on census data and research, Cake targeted these people in our key markets – 

regions with a high propensity to purchase a Keurig brewer, then all the way to key 
neighborhoods within those locales to maximize the word-of-mouth pillar of 

Keurig’s strategy. 

 

 
 

Creative Execution 
 
The execution, a one-day stunt and event with content and platform extensions to continue 

the “Brew the Love” creative message and “Brewer on Doorstep” activation conversation, 

was teased with a video released on Keurig’s Facebook page and a “hero” social graphic to 

generate attention pre-launch. 

 

The morning of October 14, Cake distributed 15,000 Keurig single-cup brewers on doorsteps 

in our key markets of New York City, Miami and Los Angeles – all on the same day, delivered 

nationally within two hours. In addition to coupons and collateral included with the distinctive 

custom yellow Keurig boxes, Keurig Brewer on Doorstep recipients were invited to post their 

Keurig “unboxing” to social profiles as well as register their brewers online for additional free 
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single-serve K-cups. Cake knew the surprise and delight of waking up in the morning with a 

Keurig brewer on one’s doorstep would drive social chatter – and as a result, our consumers 

shared excitement for their new Keurigs, posted with #brewthelove across their social 

profiles, as well as reached out to Keurig directly, engaging in a conversation with the 

@keurig brand. 

 

Cake additionally filmed an execution in select neighborhoods and shared filmed content 

across owned properties – the content was later incorporated into a national television spot 

for Keurig’s broader brand “Brew the Love” campaign.  

 

The content video can be viewed here: http://youtu.be/dIp3AeWtMMQ 
 

 
 

Business Impact 
 
The execution led to key learnings about the target’s social sharing platforms and 
habits (as in, they primarily share emotional moments and moments of surprise & 

delight on Instagram and Twitter) that Cake has since applied to management and 
oversight of Keurig and Green Mountain Coffee’s social properties. 
 

The campaign exceeded Keurig’s expectations (and an internal pre-campaign goal of 
2 million social impressions in total), driving 2.6 million Twitter impressions and 4.1 

million impressions across Instagram and Facebook in 48 hours. To note, these 
social conversation levels were completely earned – there was no promotion about 
the brewer delivery before, during or after delivery. 

 
The feat also helped generate 92% positive sentiment around the Keurig brand on 

social media. 
 
Moreover, UPS named the delivery one of the most complex in its history, and noted 

an unheard-of more than 99% success rate with its brewer deliveries – Cake’s 
efforts helped prove UPS’s ability to serve at scale as a brand or agency partner for 

stunts and outdoor advertising, beyond it serving as a trusted delivery partner. 
 
From a business perspective, though not an explicit objective of the campaign, 

word-of-mouth was credited by Keurig’s senior management team with sparking a 
portion of 740,000 additional brewer sales in less than 3 months; a 20% increase to 

the previous year. 


